ABSTRACT
Mobile devices create new opportunities and challenges for authentication. On one hand, the readily-available sensors provide new opportunities for authentication credentials, such as biometrics and context of the device. On the other hand, mobile applications rely on network services to create rich functionality that often require protection of their sensitive data. The ability for the mobile application developer to adopt a wide range of authentication protocols and techniques is an intractable challenge for adopting new authentication technologies.

In this paper, we propose a flexible framework that enables an out-of-band authentication channel for mobile applications. The framework allows applications to delegate authentication to an independent security service on the client that, in turn, supports an extensible range of authentication protocols. Importantly, the approach presented in this paper does not require any modification of the underlying system, thus not requiring support from the operating system or hardware vendor. Our server-driven approach supports administration and enablement of new authentication techniques and security policies with minimal to no client application modifications. We show the viability of our design by means of a framework prototype and integrating it with a representative authentication system built in-house. We also discuss security and non-security challenges of realizing this approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile client applications (or apps) request data and services from network-based or server-based systems (hereafter referred to as network services). Often these network services contain sensitive data or provide sensitive services requiring the user of the mobile device to provide security credentials to the network services. All applications that expect to receive authentication challenges from the network services need to implement all of the possible authentication challenge-response protocols. The simplest, and most prevalent authentication challenge-response, is that the user is prompted for userid / password entry.

The ability for a mobile application to adopt a wide range of authentication challenge-responses is intractable, especially for the adoption of emerging technologies in mobile contexts, such as biometric or geolocation authentication (e.g., geofencing), where the authentication protocols are not yet standardized. The problem for the application developers is that many of the authentication challenges are not known when the mobile application is developed. More importantly, it is very common in enterprise environments for a security proxy technology to sit between the mobile device and the network service (see Figure 1). This proxy provides enterprise-wide authentication and authorization, and may also provide single sign-on services. As enterprise authentication requirements evolve over time, the challenges the proxy generates are likely not to have been implemented in the already deployed mobile applications.

Application development on modern mobile platforms is also dominated by third parties that often do not have any formal relationship with the network services. These applications typically require users’ credentials to enable them to consume the interfaces and functionality exposed by the network services. For example, FriendCaster [2] is a popular third-party mobile application that consumes Facebook data by communicating with Facebook servers using users’ credentials. Unfortunately, sharing credentials with third-party applications creates a security risk given the untrusted landscape of mobile applications [17].

To address the aforementioned challenges, we believe that application development should be kept independent of the authentication protocols. This consequently motivates the development of a pluggable framework to which applications can readily delegate the handling of the challenge-response protocols for authentication. In such a design, users’ credentials would only be provided to this trusted framework that,
In modern mobile platforms, application development has become much more distributed with a growing number of applications being developed by third parties. These third-party application developers often do not have a formal relationship with the network services. The application typically consumes the interfaces exposed by these network services. For example, FriendCaster [2] is a popular third-party mobile application that consumes Facebook data by communicating with Facebook servers using the user’s credentials. This scenario presents several concerns. First, the third-party application, FriendCaster, must be trusted with the user’s Facebook credentials. This can be quite risky given the untrusted landscape of mobile applications. Second, any authentication and authorization service that makes a push notification call to the security service on the mobile client. This notification to the mobile client initiates the communication between the two participating parties. Once authentication processing over this secondary channel is complete, communication between the mobile application and the network service resumes in accordance with the successful or unsuccessful authorization of the request.

By leveraging an an out-of-band channel for authentication, our framework enables dynamic runtime authentication decisions based on the context of the request. One such example is to utilize the user’s location to determine what authentication credentials are requested from the user for a particular transaction. For example, a user can be requested to provide multiple biometric credentials at a public location while no credentials are needed at work location. Note that our framework only enables specification and enforcement of such user- (or organization-) specific policies without making any judgement on what such policies should be.

2. DESIGN

In this paper, we develop a novel architecture of such a framework and a high-level protocol (together named as Out of Band Authentication Channel, or OOBAC) that enables the mobile application to remain unaware of the network-based authentication services. We separate the authentication challenge-response handling from the mobile application and offer this security functionality as a separate mobile application or service on the mobile device. The authentication challenge-response protocol between the network service and the mobile device is handled by this specialized security application or service. As new network services authentication challenge techniques and protocols are implemented and deployed, only the mobile security application needs to be updated to handle the new protocol, not the multitude of client applications using network services that are being mediated by the reverse proxy server. This provides significant improvement over the current state of the art where the application developer needs to include handling of all possible authentication challenge-response protocols.

Additionally, separating the authentication channel from the mobile application prevents a malicious or vulnerable application from leaking users’ authentication credentials. As we will describe later, the OOBAC application can be given a greater number of privileges, such as geolocation, network access, and access to other sensors that should not necessarily be afforded to the mobile applications [10, 15]. Thus, by completely separating the authentication (OOBAC) from the mobile applications, we are better able to enforce the Principal of Least Privilege [14].

Our protocol employs an out-of-band channel between the authentication and authorization services and the security application. The protocol is initiated by the network-based in turn, can proxy authentication services for any mobile application.
Figure 2: Proxy-less architecture with the corresponding workflows as follows: (1) The Client App makes a service request to the Mobile Application Service, (2) the Mobile Application Service determines if additional authorization is needed and calls the Authorization Services, (3) the Authorization Service invokes the Security App by sending authentication challenges to the mobile client, (4) the challenge-response protocol resumes between the Security App and the Authorization Services, (5) the Authorization Service communicates its decision to the Mobile Application Service, (6) if the request is authorized, the Mobile Application Service continues for further processing and the response is sent back to the Client App.

This token as a unique identifier when performing the appropriate authentication services as requested by the service. All authentication services are subsequently performed over this secondary channel (Step 4).

The primary communication channel is being blocked by the reverse proxy while the authentication is performed over this secondary channel. When the authentication protocol completes on the secondary channel, the primary communication channel resumes the communication. If authentication fails and authorization is denied, then the primary communication reports the authorization failure. If authorization is successful, the request initiated by the mobile application is forwarded to the network service for processing as usual. Aside from the reporting of an authentication failure (access denied), the client application is unaware of the authentication being performed on the secondary channel.

It should be noted that while Figure 1 shows the communication in steps (3) and (4) as bypassing the Reverse Proxy, in practice the actual communication may flow through the Reverse Proxy, but still remain on a secondary communication channel since the primary communication channel remains blocked by the Reverse Proxy.

While the use of a Reverse Proxy is a typical deployment pattern for supporting common authentication / authorization services for multiple applications, there are many mobile application services that directly perform the authentication and authorization. Instead of the Reverse Proxy initiating the challenge-response protocol, the Mobile Application Service invokes the Authentication Services in the same way that the Reverse Proxy invoked these services (Figure 2).

Finally, we note that it is sometimes desirable to communicate the user identity from the Client App to the Security App. From a usability perspective, if the user enters their
identity into the Client App then it becomes frustrating and annoying to reenter the same information as part of the security credentials. The communication of the user identity, as well as any other relevant application state, can be passed to the Security App via existing interprocess communication mechanisms. Aside from this usability enhancement of passing along the userid to the Security App, there is no other communication between the mobile applications and the Security App, thus minimizing the integration and deployment.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

One goal of our implementation is to enable easy integration of our OOBAC framework with a variety of authentication and authorization systems and services. The implication of this goal is that multiple authentication and authorization protocols can be supported by the OOBAC framework. Thus, we implemented our framework as an entity independent of the authentication and authorization system, allowing us to seamlessly integrate with any such system.

For our prototype implementation, we developed our own authentication and authorization system in-house, with the client side application (denoted by AuthApp) capable of collecting both biometric credentials (e.g., face and voice) and non-biometric credentials (e.g., geolocation context) on demand. The server side (denoted as AuthServer) is responsible for verifying such credentials before providing appropriate access. AuthApp and AuthServer communicate with each other using REST-based API calls [12]. It is feasible to offer the server-side OOBAC library functionality as a service, thus providing further separation of the authentication and authorization services from the OOBAC services.

In our OOBAC implementation, the client side of the framework is developed as an application independent of AuthApp (Figure 3). We use Android as our mobile platform of choice for the prototype implementation, however, the client side of the framework can be similarly developed for other platforms. The server side is developed as a library that abstracts all communication with the client side and exposes a set of simple APIs that can be used by the AuthServer to invoke AuthApp on demand and pass appropriate invocation parameters (such as session identifier). We use Google Cloud Messaging (GCM) service [3] to serve notification triggers from OOBAC’s server library to the Android-based OOBAC client.

On the mobile device, the communication from the OOBAC client to the AuthApp is in the form of an invocation trigger. In Android, one application can invoke another application by starting an appropriate activity of the target application [1]. The Android platform exposes a set of APIs for such invocation that takes the target application’s package and activity name as input parameters. These parameters are passed by the AuthApp using the API calls to the OOBAC server and then communicated from the OOBAC server to its client.

In essence, our OOBAC framework acts as a bridge between the target application (denoted by ClientApp) and the AuthApp providing the authentication/authorization functionality. When a Reverse Proxy (or Mobile Application Service in a proxy-less design) determines that additional credentials are needed to allow a transaction, a request is made to AuthServer (or proxy-less equivalent) that, in turn, triggers the OOBAC App via the server-side OOBAC library and push notification service.

4. RELATED WORK

There have been many proposed solutions for providing application independent authentication services. We describe a few here, including their strengths and weaknesses.

Web browsers support a status code from the server indicating that authentication credentials need to be supplied by the client[7]. By separating out the authentication challenges from the application, the challenge-response logic and corresponding user interface code does not need to be created by every web application developer. In practice, however, there are very few challenge response protocols supported by all of the popular web browsers.

To address the weakness of current browser limitations, as well as to address phishing attacks, desktop browser extensions were created to manage security credentials (e.g., [9, 11]). These technologies allow for the management of multiple security credentials, and allow for supporting multiple challenge-response protocols. These technologies were developed in the context of web authentication. We have not seen a similar technology integrated into mobile devices, or that support non-HTTP requests.

For desktop computing, a number of vendors have created single sign-on solutions that manage a set of security credentials for the user so that they can connect to multiple services, each with different credential requirements (e.g., [4]). The user authenticates with a single set of authentication credentials, which then allows the single sign-on technology to access and pass along the credentials required for the other services. We have not seen a similar technology integrated into mobile devices, and recognize that it would be difficult to integrate this kind of technology into unmodified mobile browsers (e.g. without “jail breaking” the mobile devices).

A mobile device password management framework, Guard-Droid [16], provides a secure storage mechanism for userids and passwords on mobile devices. It functions by operating separately from the apps, acting as a proxy, and automatically fills in the users’ credentials (userid and password). While this may work for traditional credential management, it does not allow for extensible authentication, and requires modification of the operating system. Additionally, if the
HTTP session were to be encrypted (e.g., SSL), then the usual problems that arise with key management and trust also arise since there is a man-in-the-middle.

There are many forms of two-factor authentication. The typical pattern is for the authentication service to generate a security challenge to which the user needs to respond. In the case of 2-factor authentication tokens (e.g., [6]), the authentication service generates a random value that is sent to the security token and the user then enters this value as the second factor in the response to the authentication challenge. The expense and inconvenience of carrying a separate security token is usually an impediment to its use for mobile applications. A similar 2-factor approach was created to allow for email to be used as the communication channel for SAML-based user authentication. Unfortunately these 2-factor approaches lack the flexibility needed for new challenge-response protocols, such as biometric authentication, that are well integrated into mobile devices in a way that affords ease of use.

An alternative approach would be to create an authentication API that could be used by all applications and configurable on-the-fly. One such approach is the Java Authentication and Authorization Services [5, 13] that is part of the standard Java runtime libraries. The strength of this approach is that the authentication services can be configured after application development and deployment. The practical problem is that there are many thousands of applications already deployed that do not already use such a framework and would not be easily adaptable to the use of new authentication challenge-response protocols without application modification since the deployed mobile applications would need to include the updated authentication challenge-response protocols. As a practical matter, retesting and re-releasing an mobile application can be both time consuming and expensive for development organizations both large and small.

5. DISCUSSION

There are benefits of keeping the authentication and authorization logic independent of the applications. In addition to the simplified application development, it allows same security application to provide authentication and authorization services to multiple client applications. Since the security application does not share any authentication or authorization credentials with the client application, our design also enables the protection of such credentials from malicious applications (such as the fake Netflix application that was found to be stealing Netflix credentials [8]). On the network services side, the proxy acts as an effective control point where certain mandatory policies, such as corporate security policies, can be enforced. Moreover, the security application can provide additional context for the device (e.g., device identifier, its location, etc.) as part of the challenge-response protocol that, in turn, enables the authentication and authorization service to make rich, context-aware decisions.

Similar to AdSplit [15], we are partitioning functionality. In AdSplit, they partitioned the application from the advertising library to achieve the principal of least privilege. This limits the destructive capability of the application and/or ad library. By separating the OOBAC from the application, each can minimize the number of privileges that each requires, thus better achieving the principal of least privilege.

While this paper has focused the discussion on leveraging the technology in the context of a corporate environment with the use of a reverse proxy or calls from a mobile application server, it is possible to deploy this technology as a service. In our earlier social networking example (Section 2), it is possible for the social networking service provider to make their Security App available for download, similar to how QRCode and other services are made available in today’s app stores. Third party application providers can then rely on the Security App being installed on the mobile devices and ready to be called by the service provider.

The limitations of our approach are associated with the deployment of one or more separate mobile applications to perform the authentication protocols. If shared across multiple network services, these applications need to protect against spoofing and phishing attacks. These applications also need to have mechanisms and protocols to allow for updates to the challenge-response protocols that they support. If the Security App is not shared across multiple network services, then there may be multiple Security Apps concurrently running on the device that need to be managed. Additionally, in some mobile systems, the Security App may need to interrupt the running Client App, and take over the user interface (screen), to perform authentication. This interruption may result in a suboptimal user experience.

6. CONCLUSIONS

For mobile applications, we are unaware of an existing generalized solution, without modifying the platform or operating system, which will allow us to easily adapt existing applications and services to support new authentication techniques such as biometrics and location. While there are many authentication solutions for the traditional desktop environment, we believe that there is a need for a solution that provides a simple, flexible and configurable authentication framework that supports existing mobile applications and services with no application code changes, and that work without “jail breaking” the device.

We also believe that simplicity of mechanism is very important for security, reliability, and usability. The approach described in this paper can be used with reverse proxies or integrated with networked services in a manner that is consistent with existing authentication and authorization services. Existing service providers can offer the Security App as a downloadable application that can be called by the service provider as necessary without any need for interaction with third-party application providers.

The Security App described in this paper was developed in the context of a usable multi-factor authentication project that supports the use of biometric and non-biometric factors in the authentication process. The proposed solution is simple, flexible, and supports existing and new mobile applications. It also keeps security credentials separate from the mobile application. It is easy to update the mobile security service to support new authentication protocols as they are created. We believe that this approach will be successful in supporting a wide range of authentication techniques for a broad range of mobile applications with no or minimal modification.
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